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"Normally, when you think about initiating a chemical reaction, it involves applying heat. This is the reverse of that," said Bellan, whose Lab for Advanced Materials focuses on creating materials ...
Study initiates chemical reactions by cooling materials instead of heating them
"We can precisely monitor a change in concentration in real time and measure the current stage of a chemical reaction in the beaker. This is in strong contrast to other reference technologies, where ...
Mid-IR lab-on-a-chip allows rapid monitoring of reactions
Uniqsis has launched ColdChip™—a new versatile mixer/reactor module enabling researchers to experiment with different chemistries particularly exothermic reactions that need to be safely run in a ...
Standalone Flow Chemistry Module for Exothermic Reactions
This discount is shown at checkout, if applicable. What drives entrepreneurial scientists to take an idea discovered in the lab and turn it into a business, especially in areas where other ...
From the lab to the battery start-up
In modern chemistry and physics, they have proven to be a useful model for quantum mechanical description and prediction of chemical reactions. Only if the orbitals match in space and energy can ...
Physicists discover new rule for orbital formation in chemical reactions
Thus, we can precisely monitor a change in concentration in real time and measure the current stage of a chemical reaction in the ... Miniaturized lab-on-a-chip for real-time chemical analysis ...
Miniaturized lab-on-a-chip for real-time chemical analysis of liquids
St. Jude Children's Research Hospital scientists have leveraged the latest chemical technology called ... The study provides pre-clinical proof of principle for the LCK-targeted PROTAC approach ...
New chemical technology leads to better targeted therapeutics against high-risk leukemia in lab
Noori, aged 30, is a lab technician at Afghanistan’s largest chemical plant, located outside the northern city of Mazar-i-Sharif in Balkh province. Slight of build and softly spoken, she exudes ...
Women working inside an Afghan chemical lab face uncertain future
LAKEWOOD, Wash. - Firefighters are investigating a dangerous chemical reaction at a Lakewood gun manufacturing plant in Lakewood. West Pierce firefighters responded to Aero Precision, located near ...
Business evacuated, kid's camp shelters in place due to Lakewood hazmat situation
The DEETM lab is crucial in building military readiness by testing shelters and equipment used by all US forces against chemical warfare agents. The center was named after Scott A. Matheson ...
Eglin AFB chemical warfare testing lab expands, named after late Master Sgt.
Emergency services descended on a gym after a chemical leak was reported. Police, fire crews, and paramedics attended Athelis Club and Spa in Warrington on Thursday September 1. Several fire ...
Two hospitalised after 'reaction' to chemical leak at gym
W3 Storage Lab, a Sunnyvale, CA-based Web3 decentralized application company, closed a pre-seed financing round of $3M. The round was co-led by Draper Dragon and OKX Blockdream Ventures with major ...
W3 Storage Lab Raises $3M in Pre-Seed Financing
EAST GREENWICH TOWNSHIP, New Jersey (KYW) — A town hall meeting was held in East Greenwich Township Tuesday evening to address a chemical reaction that sent a foul odor into the air in South Jersey.
“It’s been hell” for South Jersey residents still dealing with foul odor in homes from chemical reaction
W3 Storage Lab, a Web3 decentralized application company, announced that it closed a pre-seed financing round of $3M. The round was co-led by Draper Dragon and OKX Blockdream Ventures with major ...
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